101

National Penicillin Allergy Day Social Media 101

Facebook and Twitter
can be excellent platforms to provide awareness to your community on the value and availability of penicillin allergy
testing. When posting, you will leverage Facebook statuses and tweet on Twitter.
What should I include in my post? You can write anything to highlight you participation in NPAD. Below are some
examples of posts that can be tailored for your health system or practice. When posting, be sure to sure the hashtag
#NPAD, #NationalPenicillinAllergyDay and #NPAD18.

What time should I post?
While you can post at any
time you would like, Twitter
and Facebook both seem to garner
more attraction in the morning
around 10 a.m., in the afternoon
around 2 p.m. or around 8 p.m.

Any tips for when I post?
Be sure to be authentic in your
posts – even when posting facts.
For example, don’t use wording
that you typically would not use.
Also be sure that your posts are
short and to the point.

What else do I need to know?
On Twitter, you can retweet (RT)
another person’s tweet if you feel
how you feel about the day or has
great information on the day or
penicillin allergy testing.

What are some sample posts I could use?
Twitter
Today is #NationalPenicillinAllergyDay! We’re
excited for this day to bring awareness to penicillin
allergies & testing!
#DYK that 9 out of 10 of those told they have
a penicillin allergy don’t? Learn more at:
http://bit.ly/npad18 #NPAD18

assessment: (XXX) XXX-XXXX #NPAD
#DYK most patients lose their penicillin allergy after 10
years. Learn more: nationalpenicillinallergyday.com

Facebook
[We are/I am] so excited that today is
#NationalPenicillinAllergyDay! The goal of today is to bring
education and awareness around penicillin allergies and the
allergy testing visit: https://nationalpenicillinallergyday.com/.

prescribing and combat antibiotic resistance. Talk to your
healthcare provider to learn more.
Did you know that about 80 percent of patients with a
penicillin allergy lose their sensitivity after 10 years? This
means if you have had a penicillin allergy previously, you
should asked your physician about an allergy evaluation
truly allergic or not. To learn more, visit INSERT PRACTICE
OR HOSPITAL WEBSITE.
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